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Part 1 
GETTING STARTED IN SCRIPT 
"It is unworthy of excellent men to lose hours 
like slaves in the labour of calculation." 
September 14, 1984 
Baron Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz (1646-1716) 
INTRODUCTION 
SCRIPT is a document composition program. This means that it takes a file 
containing normal text and special commands, and produces output in the form 
needed for reports, theses, manuals, and the like. Using the editor, you 
produce a file containing the words that will appear on the finished page. 
You also type into the file, as text, certain commands that will be read by 
the SCRI PT program to determine how the words are to apppear on the page. 
Of special value are commands that keep track of footnotes, references, fig-
ures, indexes, tables of contents, and such; very helpful also is to be able 
to adjust the appearance of the whole finished product without retyping the 
input text, by simply changing a SCRI PT command. 
When you want to see how SCRI PT will format the words you have typed 
in, in response to the commands you have included in the file, you leave the 
editor and execute the SCRI PT program on the file: you type "SCRI PT file-
name", and the output will be displayed on your terminal screen. All this is 
described in greater detail under "SCRI PTing a File" (see the I ndex of 
Section Headings). Just remember that SCRI PT is completely separate from 
XEDIT. XEDIT commands are typed on the xedit command line when you use 
the editor; SCRI PT commands are placed in the file itself, and have no 
effect at all until you leave the editor ("file", or "save" and "quit") and exe-
cute the SCRIPT program on the file you created with the editor. 
If there is a series of text and SCRI PT commands that you will use again 
and again, you can combine them into a macro. Then you'll be able to use 
the series of commands as easily as if they were a single command. There 
are packages of macros designed to simplify the production of papers and 
manuals of all sorts; in addition, there is a locally developed package that 
produces output which should satisfy the requirements of the Thesis Manual. 
This User's Guide describes many of the commands you will need, whether 
you work entirely with one of the macro packages, or whether you use 
SCRI PT to write material for which the macros may not be satisfactory. Part 
( 
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1 is enough to get started; Part 2 presents some of the additional facilities of 
SCRI PT, including several that are incorporated into the macro packages for 
more convenient (but less flexible) use. 
r 1 
I I I This is an introductory manual, not a step by step tutorial. Read all I 
I of part 1 before beginning to experiment with SCRI PT. I 
I I 
L J 
This User's Guide assumes that you are familiar with the text editor and 
the CMS operating system. If you aren't, VM-02, a locally produced tutorial, 
will get you started, and VM-05 will teach you as much about the editor as is 
needed for SCRI PT. VM-Ol, the general reference to the CMS interactive 
operating system will give you the rest of the information you need in order 
to use SCRI PT. All these manuals are available in the consulting office, 
I N-146. If you haven't made much use of CMS and Xedit before, be su re you 
go through VM-02, and look closely at VM-05. Of special importance for 
SCRI PT users is the difference between the POWer typing mode and the 
Insert mode. 
( 
POWer mode is the best method of typing in text when you are typing a ( 
report, a letter, or anything like that. Simply type POWER or POW on the 
Xedit command line, and then you can type line after line without worrying 
about the end of the line on the screen. The line on the screen will be com-
pletely filled with typing, and words will run from the end of one line around 
to the beginning of the next. When you press the ENTER key, Xedit will 
finish the line at or before column 72. If the middle of a word occurs at col-
umn 72, Xedit puts the whole word on the next line. It doesn't insert spaces 
to make the right edge of your text square, the way SCRI PT does. 
Be sure to press ENTER before 20 minutes passes, or before you get to 
the bottom of the page, whichever comes first. If you stay in POWer mode 
for more than 20 minutes or so without pressing ENTER, you will be logged 
off, and the screenful of text you have just typed in will be permanently 
lost. 
If you are typing in a table or a figure, and want things to print out 
exactly the way you are arranging them on the screen, POWer mode is not 
very convenient. If you are typing in a program, and want each command to 
start on a new line, POWer mode is more trouble than it's worth. For these 
situations, what you need is I nsert mode. With I nsert mode, YOU pay atten-
tion to the end of the line. When you get close to column 72, YOU have to 
hit the carriage return (the key with the arrow that points down and to the 
left. It's just above the ENTER key). With tables and programs, this is no 
problem, because you're paying close attention to the screen anyway. 
If you are in Insert mode, and don't hit the carriage return (the ENTER 
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t wice to get out of Insert mode, the words that fell at the end of one Ii ne wi II 
be chopped in half. I n I nsert mode, Xedit chops the lines every 80 charac-
t ers. It doesn't place the last word on a new line. All this is described 
with examples in the SCRI PT talk given by the Computer Center at the 
beginning of every quarter. 
If this introduction has not made the difference between INsert mode and 
POWer mode clear, ask a consultant, before typing 8 or 10 pages in wrong. 
Tell your friends. If you are diligent enough to read this manual, you prob-
ably won't run into trouble, but every quarter there are people who jump 
right into computer use without reading anything, and they waste a lot of 
their time. 
One small point: when this manual refers to the bottom of the page, it 
will say "end of the column" or "bottom of the column" . You may not ever 
want double-column pages, but since they are easy to do with SCRI PT, many 
of the commands treat "going to the top of the next column" the same way 
whether there is one column, or more than one, on a page. So when this 
manual says "end of the column", and you are putting just one column on a 
page, understand the manual to mean "end of the page". 
SCRIPT CONTROL WORDS 
Beginning Examples 
To start with, look at figure 1, which shows a sample input file that contains 
nothing but text. Figure 2 shows the output that results from SCRIPTing 
this input file. 
r------------------------------------------------------------------- , 
I I I This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text I 
I is to demonstrate the basic formatting functions of SCRI PT. I 
I This is paragraph two. Notice that SCRI PT takes each I 
I word in the input and adds it to the output line until I 
I there is no room left on the output line. I 
I (SCRI PT can hyphenate a word if it can't get I 
I the whole word on a line - more about that later.) I 
I SCRIPT then puts additional blanks between the I 
I words so that the text is both left- and right-justified. I 
I I I Figure 1: Example of an I nput File Containing Only Text I 
I I 
l J 
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r , 
I I I This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text is to demonstrate I 
I the basic formatting functions of SCRI PT. This is paragraph two. I 
I Notice that SCRI PT takes each word in the input and adds it to the I 
I output line until there is no room left on the output line. (SCRI PT I 
I can hyphenate a word if it can't get the whole word on a line - more I 
I about that later.) SCRI PT then puts additional blan ks between the I 
I words so that the text is both left- and right-justified. I 
I I I Figure 2: SCRIPT Output Produced From Input in Figure 1 I 
I I 
L J 
Control Word Indicator 
Each time SCRI PT reads a line from the input file, it looks at 
in column 1. If that character is a ".", SCRI PT considers the 
control word. Otherwise, the input line is treated as text. 
control word is of the form 
. xx operand(s) 
the cha racter 
input to be a 
Each SCRIPT 
The"." is called the control word indicator and "xx" is a 2-character control 
word. Some SCRIPT control words have one or more operands. The first 
operand begins one blank after the control word; each operand must also be 
separated by a blank. Both the control words and their operands may be 
entered in any combination of uppercase and lowercase characters. 
Control Word Separator 
It is possible to put more than one control word on the same input line by 
separating each control word with a semicolon (;). SCRIPT refers to the 
semicolon as the control word separator. You can also put text at the end of 
this same input line. I n general, then, an input line that contains control 
words is entered as follows: 
. xx operands;. yy operands;. zz operands;text 
where "xx", "yy", and "zz" represent control words (with or without oper-
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CONTROL WORDS FOR POSITIONING AND EMPHASIZING TEXT 
Single- and Double-Spacing 
By default, SCRIPT single-spaces the output lines. The" .ds" DOUBLE 
SPACING control word will cause a blank line to be generated between each 
output line. 1 You can get SCRI PT to revert to single-spacing by issuing the 
".ss" SINGLE SPACING control word. 
A more general form of control over the number of blank lines between 
output lines is provided by the ".Is" LINE SPACING control word. For 
example, ".Is 0" is equivalent to ". ss" and ".Is 1" is equivalent to ". ds" . 
Triple spacing can be achieved by ".Is 2", and so on. 
Starting a New Paragraph 
The easiest way to define the start of a new paragraph is to use the ". pp" 
PARAGRAPH START control word. For example, 
. pp; This is the start of a new paragraph ... 
produces: 
This is the start of a new paragraph. The". pp" control word causes the 
current partially-filled output line to be printed, 'leaves a blank line, and 
indents the next line of output 3 spaces. Figure 3 shows the same input file 
as in Figure 1, with the addition of ". pp" control words at the start of each 
paragraph. Figure 4 shows the output that results from SCRI PTing this 
input file. 
Creating Blank Lines 
The" .sk" SKIP control word causes the current partially-filled output line to 
print and then creates one or more blank output lines. The operand specifies 
the number of blank lines desired . 
. sk 5 
.sk 
The first example produces five blank lines, the second gives the default of 
one. 
1 This is not exactly true ... these extra blank lines are actually generated 
as "conditional blank lines", the effect of which depends on what follows. 
The significance of this will become more apparent when we reach the 
material on "conditional skips". 
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r-------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I .pp 
I This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text 
I is to demonstrate the basic formatting functions of SCRI PT. 
I .pp 
I This is paragraph two. Notice that SCRIPT takes each 
I word in the input and adds it to the output line until 
I there is no room left on the output line. 
I (SCRI PT can hyphenate a word if it can't get 
I the whole word on a line - more about that later.) 
I SCRI PT then puts additional blanks between the 
I words so that the text is both left- and right-justified. 
I I Figure 3: Example of an I nput File Using". pp" 
I I L ___________________________________________________________________ J 
r 1 
I I I This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text is to demonstrate I 
I the basic formatting functions of SCR I PT. I 
I I ( I This is paragraph two. Notice that SCRI PT takes each word in I 
I the input and adds it to the output line until there is no room left on I 
I the output line. (SCRI PT can hyphenate a word if it can't get the I 
I whole word on a line - 'more about that later.) SCRI PT then puts I 
I additional blanks between the words so that the text is both left- and I 
I right-justified. I 
I I I Figure 1#: SCRIPT Output Produced From Input in Figure 3 I 
I I 
L J 
Absolute Skips: If double-spacing were in effect, the first example above 
would produce 10 blank lines and the second would produce 2. If you want 
to generate an exact number of blank 2 lines independent of whether you may 
decide later on to switch the document from single- to double-spacing (or vice 
versa), then use the "absolute" operand, as in 
. sk 5 a 
Blank Lines at the Top of a Column: If a ". sk 5" is encountered when the 
output column has, for example, only 3 lines left before the bottom, SCRI PT 
would leave the last 3 lines blank. The. sk command does not produce blank 
lines at the top of a page, so the 2 blank lines would be thrown away and 
2 Useful to save space for a photograph to be added later, for example. 
( 
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would not appear in the output. If you want to produce blank lines appear 
even if they occur at the top of a column, use the ". sp" SPACE control 
word. It is identical to ". sk" in all other r'espects. For' example, you might 
begin each new chapter' with 
· sp 5 a 
Note that blank lines created by ".sk" at the beginning of a ".cc", ".cp", 
or ". fk" begin/end block will be thr'own away if the block prints at the top of 
a column. Blank lines cr'eated by ". sp" will always be printed. 
Centering lines of Text 
The". ce" CENTER contr'ol word, as used in the following input sequence 
.ce on 
input text and other SCRI PT control wor'ds 
· ce off 
will cause each text line in the r'ange of the "on/off" 1 to be center'ed on a 
separate output line, If only one input line is to be centered, it can be 
enter'ed as 
· ce line of text to be center'ed 
A numeric operand can be used, for a specific number of lines of Input text. 
Highlighting and Emphasizing Text 
SCRI PT provides sever'al control wor'ds for highlighting text, to make it stand 
out from the surrounding text. 
The ". us" UNDERSCORE, ". bd" BOLD, and ". bi" BOLD ITALICS contr'ol 
wor'ds provide increasing levels of emphasis. For example, 
This is normal text. 
· us This is text to be printed in italics. 
· bd This is text to be printed in bold. 
· bi This is text to be printed in bold italics. 
This is normal text again, 
produces the following: 
This is normal text. This Is text to be printed In Italics. This is text 
to be printed in bold. This is text to be printed in bold italics. This 
is normal text again, 
] SCRI PT recognizes the operands "on", "begin", and "yes" as identical. It 
also recognizes "off", "end", and "no" as identical, 
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(Without a phototypsetter, underlining and double striking is used in place of 
italic and bold type.) On the Sherpa printer, bold italics is the same as 
bold. The" . us", ". bd", and ". bi" control words accept "on/off" operands 
for the purpose of emphasizing an entire block of text. For example, 
.us on 
This is a simple example of a moderately long 
sentence that is to be printed in italics. 
· us off 
This is normal text again. 
produces: 
This is a simple example of a moderately long sentence that is to be 
printed in italics. This is normal text again. 
Notice that if you say . us 1983 intending to underscore 1983, SCRI PT will 
underscore the next 1,983 lines. With digits, say .us;1983. 
The ". up" UPPERCASE control word capitalizes a single line of text by 
converting all lowercase letters to their uppercase equivalents. It is of the 
form 
.up Line of text to be capitalized. 
and produces 
LINE OF TEXT TO BE CAPITALIZED. 
The action of ". up" can be combined with 
emphasized uppercase text. For example, 
II " 
. us , ".bd" , 
· up . bd Text to be printed uppercase and bold. 
and ". bi" to produce 
The". up" control word converts its operand string (". bd Text ... bold. ") to 
uppercase, resulting in 
· BD TEXT TO BE PRINTED UPPERCASE AND BOLD. 
and then ". bd" converts its operand string ("TEXT 
resulting in 
TEXT TO BE PRINTED UPPERCASE AND BOLD. 
BOLD. ") to bold, 
The effects of these control words can be compounded. For example, the 
input sequence 
This is normal text, 
.us on;followed by italic text, 
.up on;followed by uppercase italic text, 
.up off;returning to italic text, 
.us off;and back to normal text again. 
( 
( 
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produces the following: 
This is normal text, followed by Italic text, FOLLOWED BY UPPERCASE 
ITALIC TEXT, returning to Italic text, and back to normal text again. 
Figure 5 shows an input file similar to the one in Figure 3, with the addi-
tion of control words to create some headings. Figure 6 shows the output 
that results from SCRI PTing this input file. 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I I . ce . up . bd This is a Chapter Title I 
I .sk I 
I This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text I 
I is to demonstrate the basic formatting functions of SCRI PT. I 
I .sk 2 I 
I . us This is a Section Title 
I .sk 
I This is paragraph two. Notice that SCRIPT takes each 
I word in the input and adds it to the output line until 
I there is no room left on the output line. 
I (SCRI PT can hyphenate a word if it can't get 
I the whole word on a line - more about that later.) 
I SCRIPT then puts additional blanks between the 
I words so that the text is both left- and right-justified. 
I I Figure 5: Example of an Input File With Headings 
I L __________________________________________________________________ _ 
There is just the possibility that rearranging commands like . bd, . ce, . up 
can result in commands being treated Ii ke text. If this should happen, try to 
place them in the same order as shown in the example. More on this later. 
(See index entry "us underscoring . up") (Note also that it is usually consid-
ered "bad style" to indent the first line of a paragraph that follows a head-
ing. ) 
Breaks 
The ". pp" and ". sk" control words cause a "break" in the formatting of the 
text. A "break" is a place where text on the following line is not filled into 
the current line, even if the current line isn't full. The" .br" BREAK con-
trol word may be used to cause this to happen without having any oth~r 
effect on the output. Starting an input line with one or more blanks also 
creates a "break"; it starts a new output line that is indented by the number 
of blanks with which the input line started. 
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r-------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 
I THIS IS A CHAPTER TITLE 
This is paragraph one. The purpose of this text is to demonstrate 
the basic formatting functions of SCRI PT. 
This Is a Section Title 
This is paragraph two. Notice that SCRIPT takes each word in the 
input and adds it to the output line until there is no room left on the 
output line. (SCRIPT can hyphenate a word if it can't get the whole 
word on a line - more about that later.) SCRI PT then puts additional 
blan ks between the words so that the text is both left- and right-
justified. 
Figure 6: SCRIPT Output Produced From Input in Figure 5 
Indenting Blocks of Text 
The text on an output line normally starts in the leftmost position of the out-
put line. To indent text a specific number of spaces, use the". in" INDENT 
control word. This indentation will remain in effect until another ". in" is 
encountered. Consider the following examples: 
. in 10 
This causes text to be indented ten spaces to the right of the 
start of the output line. The control word 
. in +5 
adds five to the current I NDENT value, so that text is now 
indented 15 spaces. The control word 
.in 
used without an operand causes the I NDENT value to be reset to zero, so 
that the text thereafter will begin at the leftmost position of the output line 
again. 
Note that the INDENT control word, when used in the above ways, has no 
effect on the rightmost position of text on the output line. To change the 
rightmost position of text, use the control word in the form 
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to cause the text to be indented 10 spaces from the left of 
the output line and five spaces from the right. Notice that 
a minus sign is used to move the right indent inward. 
An asterisk (*) may be used in either operand position 
to indicate that that indent is not to be altered. For exam-
ple, 
.in * -5 
will subtract 5 from the current "right indent" value 
without altering the current "left indent" value. 
The". in" control word will also accept operands specified in inches or in 
centimeters. For example, ". in 0.25i" will create a left indent of 0.25 inches, 
and' ".in 2.5cm" will create a left indent of 2.5 centimeters. SCRIPT will 
"round" such specifications to the nearest integer number of character posi~ 
tions. 
Indenting a Single Line of Text 
To indent only the next line of text, use the ". iI" INDENT LINE control 
word. For example, 
. iI +3;will cause only the next line of ... 
produces: 
will cause only the next line of text to be indented 3 more than the cur-
rent "left indent" value. The "right indent" value remains unchanged. The 
operand may also be specified in inches or centimeters. 
Offsetting Lines of Text 
The first line of a block of text may be followed by subsequent lines of text 
that are offset a number of spaces to the right of the current "left indent" 
value. This effect is created by using the ".of" OFFSET control word. The 
"offset" value may be specified as character positions, inches, or centimeters, 
and remains in effect until the next" .of" or ". in" control word. The expla-
nation below was formatted as shown in Figure 7. 
(a) Text on the next output line after the ".of 4" is encountered will begin 
at the left indent, but all output lines thereafter, until the next" .of" il 
encountered, will be offset 4 spaces from the left indent. 
(b) The second ".of 4" is necessary to neutralize the effect of the previous 
" . of 4" I so that the "(2)" will be printed beginning at the left indent, 
instead of 4 lines from the left. 














Input . . 
Thi~ text starts at the left of the output line. 
.of 4 
(1) First text input line for first point, 
second text input line for first point. 
.of 4 
(2) Fi rst text input line for second point, 
second text input line for second point. 
.of 
I o~tput 
I I I This text starts at the left of the output line. I 
I (1) First text input line for first point, second text input line for I 
I fi rst point. I 
I (2) First text input line for second point, second text input line for I 
, second point. I 
, I 
., ": Figure 7: list of Points Using OFFSET , 
I I L ___________________________________________________________________ J 
(c) The ". of" after the text for the second point sets the offset value to 
zero. An". in" will also set any outstanding offset to zero. 
Right-Aligning Lines of Text 
The". ra" RIGHT ALIGN control word causes text to be right-aligned on out-
put. It is used in the same manner as ".ce" above. For example, 
. r~ this line of text 
produce's : . 
: r. 
NUlT!eric, Begin/End, Text, and Line Operands 
this line of text 
The ".ce", ".ra", ".up", ".us", ".bd", and ".bi" control words all accept a 
variety of op~rands. 
The "begin", "on", and "yes" operands all start an action that will con-
tinue until terminated with an "end", "off", or "no" operand. Therefore, do 
not attempt (for example) to underscore the word "yes" by using ". us yes". 
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.us l;yes 
A numeric operand starts the action to continue for the specified number of 
text lines in the input file. Therefore, don't try (for example) to center a 
date by using ". ce 1984", or you will cause the next 1984 text lines in the 
input file to be centered on output. I nstead, do it in the form 
.ce 1;1984 
These control words also accept both a "text" and a "line" operand. A 
"text" operand is anything other than the single word "begin", "yes", "on", 
"end", "no", and "off", or which does not evaluate to an integer. For exam-
ple, "3+2" is a numeric operand, not a text operand, because it evaluates to 
the integer "5". Similarly, "(3)" is a numeric operand, not a text operand, 
because it is evaluates to the integer "3". However, "3.5" is a text operand 
because it does not evaluate to an integer. Users of macro packages must be 
careful of this whenever intending an integer to be used as text - for exam-
ple, as a chapter title - since many macros feed a title directly to . bd or . bi. 
A "line" operand is anything that is valid as a control-word line in the 
input file. For example, 
.up .ce .us these words 
is valid because "these words" is a valid text operand for ". us", and ". us 
these words" is therefore a valid line operand for" .ce", and therefore" .ce 
. us these words" is a valid line operand for ". up". Some caution must be 
exercised in the relative position of these control words in such cases, how-
ever. For example, do not attempt 
.us .ce .up these words 
because the underscoring will be done to the string ". up these words" and 
that will result in SCRIPT issuing an error message. It If you can't find an 
order for these commands which works, you can always use something of the 
form: 
.up on;.ce on;.us on 
these words 
. up off;. ce off;. us off 
With semi-colons between the commands, and using the "on" operand, the 
commands can be placed in any order. 
It SCRIPT always checks to see if the first "word" of the operand of ".us", 
" . bd", or ". bi" is itself a control word, and, if so, does not perform the 
requested action on that part of the operand string. However, it does not 
check beyond that -- the ". ce" will not be underscored, but the ". up" 
will, and the result will be an "invalid control word" error. 
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PRODUCING TEXT IN COLUMNS AND PAGES 
Line Length 
The ".11" LI NE LENGTH control word specifies the length of the output line. 
The default line length, if you do not specify one, is 60 character positions. 
The line length for this User's Guide was defined with 
.11 65 
You can also specify the line length value in other units, for example .11 6.5i 
(inches) and .11 16.5cm (centimeters). Internally, SCRI PT converts such 
specifications into the closest number of character positions. 
Specifying a ".11" value is something you should do once and only once, 
at the beginning of your document. 
Margins 
We have already discussed the". in" control word, which positions text within 
the output line, and the ". of" control word, which positions text relative to 
the left indent value. The" .ad" ADJUST control word, however, defines the 
starting position of the output line with respect to the physical left margin 
(the leftmost possible position in which a character can be printed on the 
output device). The default ADJUST value is zero. The ADJUST value may 
be specified in character positions, inches, or centimeters. Specifying an 
". ad" value is something you should do once and only once, at the beginning 
of you r document. 
The length of the output line, as defined by ".11", is not affected by the 
ADJUST value ... the output line is simply shifted to the right by the speci-
fied ADJUST amount. For example, a document containing the control words 
. ad 5;.11 65 
at the start of the input file will result in an output line beginning in posi-
tion 5+1 and ending in position 5+65 on the output device. The". in" is rela-
tive to the" .ad" value, and ".of" is relative to the". in" value. (See the 
diagram on the SCRIPT Reference Card, or Appendix E "Page Setup" in the 
SCRI PT Reference Manual, to see how this fits together.) 
For documents being published in "duplex" mode (printing on the front 
and back of a page), you can define separate ADJUST values for the odd-
and even-numbered pages, by specifying the word "odd" or "even" as the 
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Keeping a Block of Text Together 
Often it's nece'ssary to ensure that a block of text not be split across a col-
umn boundary -- for example, the text for figures or tables. There are two 
ways to prevent output lines from being split across a column boundary. 
You can use the ". cc" CONDITIONAL COLUMN control word to be su re a 
new column will be started if there are not enough lines remaining in the 
current column. For example, when SCRI PT encounters the input sequence 
. cc begin 
input text and other SCRI PT control words 
.cc end 
it prints the current output line (creates a break) and formats the "input 
text and other SCRI PT control words" in an internal workarea 5 so that it 
knows how many lines of output this input sequence has created. If there is 
not sufficient room for these output lines in the current column, SCRIPT 
leaves the rest of the current column blank and prints these already-
formatted output lines at the top of the next column. 
If you know precisely how many output lines are needed, you can use 
" . cc" with a numeric operand. For example, 
.cc 10 
will print the current output line and then will start a new column if there 
are less than 10 lines available in the current column. 
The" .cc" control word, as mentioned above, will cause the remainder of 
the current column to be left blan k if a new column must be started. Often 
you don't want this. If you use the". fk" FLOATI NG KEEP control word, 
. fk begin 
input text and other SCRI PT control words 
.fk end 
then SCRI PT will print the current output line, will format the "input text 
and other SCRI PT control words" internally, 6 and print the output lines in 
the current column if there is room for them. If there is insufficient room, 
5 This is the same workarea (buffer space) that is used for footnotes, and is 
therefore subject to the same restriction on total size. All the footnotes, 
floating keeps, etc., put together can't exceed 1000 lines. The fact that 
SCRI PT uses this same workarea for all internal formatting means, for 
example, that it is not possible to have a footnote inside a block of text 
that is being formatted into the internal workarea. It means also that if 
you forget to close a . fk or . cc or . cp, you wi II soon ru n out of buffer 
space, and the error message will point you to a line number that has 
nothing to do with the problem. 
, Again, using the same internal workarea as for footnotes. 
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SCRIPT will save them for printing at the top of the next column, and will 
fill the current column with the output created by the text and control words 
that follow the". fk" begin/end sequence. 
If your document is in single-column mode, then ". cc" causes a new page 
to be started if there is not enough room in the current column. If your 
document is in multiple-column mode, then it causes a new column to be 
started if there is not enough room. The" .cp" CONDITIONAL PAGE control 
word will cause a new page to be started if there is not enough room in the 
current column. Therefore, you'll probably want to use .cc (instead of .cp) 
most of the time. 
Forcing the Start of a New Column or Page 
Using the". cc" control word without an operand will position you to the top 
of the next column, if you are not already at the top of a column. Using the 
" . cb" COLUMN BEG I N control word will force you to the top of the next col-
umn whether you are already at the top of a column or not. 
( 
Using the" .cp" control word without an operand will position you to the 
top of the next page, if you are not already at the top of a page. Using the 
" . parr PAGE control word will force you to the top of the next page whether 
you are already at the top of a page or not. The". parr control word has a 
number of additional capabilities. ( 
.pa +5 
. pa 1 
.pa odd 
The fi rst example skips to the top of the next page and adds five to the pre-
vious page number. This is useful if you must insert four pages produced in 
some other fashion. The second example skips to the top of the next page 
and resets the page number to "1". The third example skips to the top of 
the next odd-numbered page if the output is not already positioned at the top 
of an odd-numbered page. "Even" does the same for even-numbered pages. 
MACROS 
A Macro is a "named" sequence of SCRI PT control words and text delimited 
with ". dm" control words. SCRI PT saves these input lines and invokes them 
automatically whenever the name of the macro is used as a SCRI PT control 
word. Many SCRIPT users will not ever need to write their own macros, and 
may want to skip this 3-page section. A general idea of how macros work 
does make it a little easier to use pre-written macro packages like SYSPU B 
and THESIS9, however. 
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• guaranteed consistency: the required specifications for a component of the 
document are contained in the macro, and the user invokes the macro each 
time the component occurs. The resulting consistency improves the read-
ability of the document. 
• increased productivity: the author and/or typist has less to learn, fewer 
opportunities for error, and can concentrate on content without having to 
worry about layout. 
• automatic numbering: if the placement and printing of items such as chap-
ter headings are controlled by the contents of a macro, you can include in 
the macro the control words that add one to the chapter number and print 
it with · the chapter heading each time the macro is invoked. You can then 
add a chapter, delete a section, interchange large sections of text, etc., 
without having to manually re-number headings throughout the document. 
• tables of contents: you can also include in a macro the control words that 
will put the text of a heading into a special "table of contents" workarea, 
together with the current page number. At the end of the document, you 
can instruct SCRI PT to print this workarea as a table of contents. 
• enhanced maintainability: if the layout requirements change, it is neces-
sary only to change the specifications in the macros. 
• increased flexibility: non-standard requirements can be met by customizing 
macros as required; or, the macros can be designed to enable the user to 
alter thei r effects. 
Macros do not provide you with anything you couldn't do by repetitively 
entering exactly the same sequence of control words each time you wish to 
start another similar component of the document. However, they enable you 
to enter those control words once for each component of the document, so 
that there is never any inconsistency. Macros are of the form: 
· dm name begin 
text and/or additional SCRI PT control words 
.dm name end 
For example, if you don't like the ". pp" control word, you can write your 
own "paragraph" macro and use it to start each paragraph of text in your 
document. 
· dm para begin 
· sk a;. il +8 
.dm para end 
This defines a macro named "para" that you can invoke by specifying 
.para 
and, as a result, one blank line will be generated and the next line of text 
will be indented 8 positions to the right of the current left indent. SYSPUB 
and Thesis9 consist mostly of .dm commands like the above. 
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SPECIAL PRINT-TRAIN CHARACTERS 
When you specify MIXED case when you ask for Script output (see the section 
called Script Output, following), you can get, in your printout, a number of 
special characters, such as the bullet and square brackets. The terminal 
doesn't have these characters on the keyboards, but you can get SCRI PT to 
"translate" one character to another. To do this, it is first necessary to 
define an equivalence between a particular character of your choice and the 
machine-code equivalent for the special character you want. The following 
command states that * can be made equivalent to the bullet character. AF is 
the machine code equivalent of the bullet character . 
. ti * AF 
We need also a "translate on input" escape character; the following command 
would set I to be the escape character. The ti set command must precede 
the first use of any. ti command in your file . 
. ti set 
Thereafter, SCRI PT will search every input line for the escape character, 
and translate the character immediately following it, according to equivalences 
defined by the . ti command. For example, if the above two TRANSLATE ON 
I N PUT control words have been specified, then the input line 
This * is an asterisk and this !* is a bullet. 
would give as output: 
This * is an asterisk and this • is a bullet. 
Square Brackets 
To use square brackets throughout your paper, give a sequence of commands 
like these at the beginning of the paper: 
. ti set? 
.ti < AD 
.ti > BD 
Now, wherever you want a left square bracket printed, type ?< in your file; 
for a right bracket use ?>. 
See Appendix A of this User's Guide for a list of all the characters avail-
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To see what your paper will look like as a result of the Script commands in 
your file, type the single word SCRI PT. (You can abbreviate that to SC if 
you want.) You will see a menu where you can type in the filename of the 
file you wish to Script. If you just type in the name of your file and press 
the ENTER key, the Script output will be presented on your terminal screen. 
When the entire file has been presented,7 a message at the bottom of the 
screen announces the successful Scripting of your file. 
Output to a File on Your A-disk 
Unless the file is very short, you ordinarily won't want your entire file to 
come to your screen as you check the results of Script commands. When you 
type SCRI PT (or SC) to get the menu mentioned above, you can type MEMO 
on the second line of the menu, next to "Output Device". Notice that you 
should use the retu rn key, with the elbow-shaped arrow on it, to move from 
one option to another, or use the cu rsor-control arrow keys. As soon as you 
press PF10 (or PF22), the Script command exactly as shown at that moment 
will be executed, giving you no fu rther opportunity to change the options 
from those shown on the screen. 
If you specify MEMO on the Script menu, and press PFlO (or 22) you will 
get, on your A-disk, a file with the same filename as your Script file, but 
filetype MEMO. When you look at this file (using Xedit or Browse) you will 
see just what you saw when you let Script output come directly to the 
screen. The difference is that you can go directly to the area of interest, 
instead of going through many screens of ... MORE. Also, you can go (for 
instance) back to page 6 after you've seen page 7. 
If you use syspub or Thesis9, or the .bd command, you will notice lines 
appearing twice on your terminal screen. Script produces bold-faced print 
by printing a single line twice. This can't be done on the screen, although 
results are good on paper. The two lines are printed separately when you 
review Script output at your terminal, so that you may be sure the command 
is operating. When you request PRINTER output of that Script file, the 
paper copy will look properly bolded. 
The MEMO file itself is not intended to be printed out. The CMS Print 
command adds the name of the file and a few blank lines to each page of the 
printout of any files that are not of type LlSTI NG. Script does not allow 
room for this, and so there isn't room on each sheet of paper for the page of 
text as Script produced it. 
7 You can type ht when you see ... MORE at the bottom of the screen, to 
Halt Typing when you've seen all you want. 
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Script Printout 
When you have seen how your Script results look on the screen, and need 
to see how they look on paper, type in PRINTER on the Output Device line of 
the Script menu. When you press PF10 (or 22), you will see a Printer menu 
where you can indicate if you want printout to be uppercase only, if you 
want your printout to go to a remote printer, or if you want mylar ribbon 
printout. (After you specify mylar printout, you must notify a computer 
operator, or your mylar printout will not be produced.) Use mylar only for 
the FINAL copy of a file. 
If you request MIXED case (upper/lower case) printout, the printout 
won't be available until the next weekday morning (it's printed shortly after 
midnight, very early each weekday morning.) If you request UPPER case 
printout, many of the special characters, such as square brackets, super-
script digits, and so forth, won't print out at all, or won't print out correct-
ly. The same file will print out correctly in MIXED case. 
Another option you'll notice on the Printer menu: STANDARD or MYLAR 
ribbon type. If you specify MYLAR, your printout will be darker and will 
give better results when photocopied. The mylar ribbon is expensive, how-
ever. Mylar printout is allowed for only the FI NAL copy of a thesis. Be 
SURE everything is correct before requesting mylar, and then be sure to 
( 
notify the computer operator that you wish mylar, or else your print job will ( 
be cancelled. 
If you do find an error on your mylar copy which affects no more than a 
few pages, it is possible to make a correction to your Script file and print 
out only the affected page(s), without printing the entire thesis. Look under 
"FROM" in the index. 
If you specify PRI NTER output, you should consider whether you want 
SIX or EIGHT lines per inch (specified on the main Script menu). Thesis9 
output should be printed 8 lines per inch. Single-spaced output looks 
crowded and overly computerish at 8 lines per inch. 
When you specify PRINTER output, you can specify a remote printer to 
send this file to. The acceptable codes for the printers located around NPS 
are shown in the menu. The RSPAN printer will produce Mixed-case print-
out sooner than overnight. The print isn't quite as dark as the main line-
printer, and its speed is insufficient to handle all the mixed-case printout 
now sent to the main printer, so don't overuse RSPAN. 
You will notice the Spelling Checker YES or NO option on the main menu. 
This is discussed below. 
The SHERPA option among output devices provides access to a laser 
printer, available on an experimental basis. This tech note was printed on 
the Sherpa. With the Sherpa, it is possible to call graphs from the DISSPLA 
graphics system into your paper without cutting and pasting_ Also, greek 
upper- and lower-case letters are available, though not in papers that use 
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greek letters, but this may change. Check LlNKSCR NEWS to get the latest 
developments. A tech note called "Sherpa", available in I N- 141, explains the 
use of this printer, which is available only to faculty and their co-workers. 
Specify this option and press ENTER and a menu appears with several default 
Sherpa options and room for more. 
Printable File on Your A-disk 
Another output option is DISK. The DISK option produces a file (of type 
LISTING) which can (unlike the MEMO file) be satisfactorily printed. There 
are two good reasons to use the DISK option. On occasion, you may find 
yourself unable to get some necessary result from Script, and may not be 
able to contact the Script consultant soon enough. You can Xedit the 
LlSTI NG file and make any minor changes that may be necssary, and then 
print the resulting file. 
If you find it necessary to add or remove a line in your LISTING file, 
there are a number of cautions to observe. In a LISTING file you will see 
the characters +, 0, -, and 1 in column one. These characters are instruc-
tions to the printer. + says to reverse-line-feed before printing the line 
where the + appears. It's used to overprint, primarily for bold and under-
score, but also for other situations as well. 0 means "advance one line 
before printing the line where the 0 appears". In other words, double 
space. - (the minus sign) means advance two lines, i. e., triple space. 1 
means advance to the next page. So if you remove a line with a minus in 
column one, you have removed that line plus two blank lines above it. 
Clearly, all this is not as easy as finding the correct Script command 
would be, but if Script is not behaving as you think it should, editing the 
LI STI NG file is better than white out and retyping on you r final copy. 
The other reason to produce a LI STI NG file is to save computer time. It 
takes about 10 cpu seconds to script a 40 page paper, about $1.50 in allot-
ment money. (Students are allotted $1,000 per quarter, $2,000 during the 
thesis quarter.) If you are using a lot of computer resources, and your 
paper is large, you might want to Script your file with DISK, have a last 
look at the results, and then print that file without having to Script the 
SCRI PT file again. 
Another way to save computer time is to create a small test file to experi-
ment on, instead of Scripting a GO-page file when trying to get something to 
work. It takes only a tenth of a CPU second to script one page. 
Script Without Menus 
If you prefer, you can use Script without the menus. Type SCRIPT fol-
lowed by the options you want. For example, to get a MEMO file of a file 
called LMFPAPER, type 
SCRI PT LMFPAPER (MEMO 
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To Script a file directly to a printer, use the PRINT option. To get 
upper/lower case printout, include the option MIXED, and SIX to get six lines 
printed per vertical inch instead of eight. To get mylar ribbon output, add 
(Ribbon MYlar after the PRINT option. (These three options result in your 
printout being printed overnight.) To get upper/lower case printout, six 
lines/inch, on mylar, the command might look like this: 
SCRI PT <filename> (SIX MIXED PRINT (RI BBON MYLAR 
Replace <filename> with the name of your file. 
You can send your printout to a remote printer by typing (REMOTE after 
the PRINT option. A typical command might look like this: 
SCRI PT <filename> (PASS 3 PRINT (REMOTE <destination> 
Replace <filename> with the name of your file, and <destination> with the code 
for the remote printer you want. 
Be sure that nothing but (RIBBON MYLAR or (REMOTE <destination> comes 
after the PRINT option in the SCRIPT command. 
Specifying Page Ranges 
( 
SCRI PT supports a number of options that make it easy to produce only the ( 
pages needed - if most of the paper is in its final form, and only a few minor 
changes need be made, you can save a lot of paper by printing only the 
affected pages. For example, to SCRI PT a file and produce as output only 
the pages numbered 15 to 32 inclusive, specify 
(FROM=15 TO=32 
The page-range values that you specify must be the actual character strings 
that SCRIPT uses for the page numbers of the document. Also, multiple 
FROM/TO specifications may be made. For example, specifying the options 
(FROM=3 TO=5 FROM=15 TO=32 FROM=A.l 
will produce only the pages in the ranges 3 to 5, 15 to 32, and A. 1 to the 
end of the document.' (See pn (PAGE NUMBERING) in the index to change 
the page numbering from the default arabic numerals.) 
• You must specify the pages in the order in which they are produced. 
Those not using THESIS9 most often request their table of contents at the 
end. (Producing the table of contents at the beginning of the paper 
requires two or three times the cpu time as producing it at at the end. 
All this is discussed in the SYSPUB, SYSPAPER and GML guides.) To ( 
request pages three and four of a table of contents produced at the end, 
plus page five and six of the document itself, specify "(FROM=5 TO=6 
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FROM/FOR and FROM/ONLY specifications are also possible. For example, 
(FROM=xi ONLY FROM=43 FOR=10 
will produce page xi and 10 pages starting from 43. 
Spelling Checker 
SCRIPT has a dictionary of about 30,000 words, plus the ability to add suf-
fixes like -ed and -ing to the words in the dictionary. You can ask SCRI PT 
to check your paper against this dictionary by using Script with the SPELL 
option: 
SCRIPT fname (SPELL 
(Of course you can combine this option with MEMO, DISK, PASS 3, or any 
other Script options you otherwise use.) When you specify the Spell option, 
misspelled words will be printed on the screen. If you have you r Script out-
put come to the screen, the words it couldn't find will appear after the out-
put. There are almost certain to be at least a few words reported. The 
spelling checker is unable to find in its dictionary most proper nouns, and 
many specialized technical terms. 
Type the CMS command RECORD ON before you Script if you'd like to 
refer back to the list. Type RECORD OFF to see the list of misspelled words 
again. (See VM-Ol for more info on RECORD ON - RECORD OFF). 
Script will list proper nouns, abbreviations, acronyms (like "NPS"), and 
everything else it doesn't recognize as a regular word. It will give words 
similar in spelling to the word it couldn't find. These words are presented in 
a brief format, giving a base word plus suffixes. The suffixes are added 
according to the part of speech of the base word, not according to what 
makes sense. It will show things like "incentiv/ize/e => ation" under the 
general rule that you can add "ize" or "ization" to any noun. The spelling 
checker is an aid, not the equivalent of an experienced human editor of 
English. 
Script will give suggestions, words it thinks you might have had in mind, 
including suffixes for the base word. In addition, it gives file name and line 
number for each word it couldn't find in its dictionary. 
You can turn spelling verification off with .sv off for sections of your 
paper that have already been verified. It takes almost twice as much time to 
Script a file with the Spell option, so don't use it every time you Script -
only on the first and final drafts. 
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WHERE TO GO FROM HERE? 
Before you go on to Part 2, and before using SCRI PT for a document of some 
complexity, try SCRI PT on a few small papers, to gain experience. 
Macro Packages 
For all but the simplest of documents, it will be much to your advantage to 
use a set of macros to automate the various components of your document. 
Four sets of macros, GML (Generalized Markup Language), SYSPUB, 
SYSPAPER, and Thesis9, are available for some common document layouts. If 
they meet your requirements, their use will save you considerable effort. 
Thesis9: Thesis9 is believed to satisfy thesis requirements, but it is the 
responsibility of each student to check his/her use of it with the registrar's 
office early enough to make alternate arrangements if difficulties arise. 
Thesis9 is designed so that the user should need to know nothing about how 
it works. As a result, it can be difficult to modify. As of this writing, 
September 1984, consulting help is available concerning Thesis9 (and the rest 
of SCRI PT) in IN-104. 
To get started using THESIS9, type 
lin kscr thesis9 
This sends a copy of a file called DRIVER9 SCRIPT to your A-disk; you'll 
need this file when using THESIS9. Pick up Thesis9 documentation in 
IN-141. THESIS9 documentation assumes you are familiar with Part 1 of this 
tech note. Also, it is harder to use THESIS9 with an existing paper. The 
intention is that you will read THES I S9 documentation before you start typing 
your paper. 
SYSPUB: SYSPUB is a set of macros that simplify the task of preparing and 
formatting documents like papers, books, and other research publications. It 
provides commands that number chapters, sections, subsections, tables, fig-
ures, and footnotes automatically. SYSPUB will also generate a Table of 
Contents for you r publication. 
SYSPUB allows you to prepare your document without having to learn any 
more about SCRI PT than is presented in Part 1 of this User's Guide. Copies 
of the SYSPUB User's Guide are available for reference in the Computer 
Center library and in the Consulting office. To obtain your own copy, issue 
the CMS command 
SCRIPT SYSPUBMN (PRINT MIXED 
SYSPAPER: SYSPAPER is intended for memos, papers, reports, and manuals. 
It requires much less CPU time to use than SYSPUB because it provides only 
a single layout style. However, it is not as well supported as SYSPUB, and 
if you are starting out with SCRI PT, it's better not to start with SYSPAPER. ( 
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SYSPAPER than in SYSPUB. Also, if you expect ever to use Thesis9, 
consider that it is based on SYSPUB. Copies of the SYSPAPER User's Guide 
are available "for reference in the Computer Center library and in the 
Consulting office. To obtain your own copy, issue the CMS command 
SCRIPT SYSPAPUG (PRINT MIXED 
GML: GML provides the same type of functions as SYSPUB and SYSPAPER; 
in addition, it will make it easier to use phototypesetting capabilities as they 
become available at NPS. SYSPUB and SYSPAPER will continue to be avail-
able for a few years, but GML will eventually replace them. Copies of the 
GML User's Guide are available for reference in the Computer Center library 
and in the Consulting office. To obtain your own copy, issue the CMS com-
mand 
SCRIPT SYSPAPUG (PRINT MIXED 
SCRIPT Reference Card 
A copy of the SCRI PT Reference Card may be obtained from the Computer 
Center secretary, in In-131. It contains a brief summary of options and con-
trol words. 
SCRIPT Reference Manual 
The material presented in this User's Guide is the basis for solving most of 
the common formatting problems. If you need more detailed information on 
SCRI PT, you can consult the SCRJ PT Reference Manual. Reference copies 
are available in the Consulting office and in the Computer Center library. 
For complete information on a particular control word, you need not resort 
to the Reference Manual; the same information is available on-line. See the 
section "HELP Facility for SCRIPT" below. 
SCRIPT User's Guide 
The SCRIPT User's Guide is available in two forms. One is just the User's 
Guide provided by the University of Waterloo with only those minor changes 
necessary to describe installation-dependent featu res of SCRI PT. Reference 
copies of it are available in the Computer Center library and in the 
Consultant's office. 
The other (the document you are reading) is a substantially rewritten 
form which omits those sections intended for more complex applications of 
SCRI PT. The sections remaining should be more than adequate for the user 
of SYSPAPER, SYSPUB, or Thesis9. You may obtain a copy of this abridged 
User's Guide ("SCRI PT User's Guide for NPS," TN VM-06) at the Consultant's 
office, I n-146. 
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HELP Facility for SCRIPT 
Much of the material in the Reference manual is accessible on-line. To find 
out about a particular control word type 
HELPSCR sk or HELPSCR .sk 
Replace "sk" with the two-letter Script control word you are curious about. 
Online SCRIPT News 
SCRI PT users can get the latest news concerning SCRI PT by typing 
linkscr news 
New capabilities of Script are announced here, but most of the news items are 
descriptions of improvements and changes to THESIS9. The local maintainer 
of SCRIPT intends to make no changes to THESIS9 which will alter the 
appearance of an existing thesis. The intention is simply to provide further 
flexibility that did not exist, or correct limitations and bugs recently brought 
to light. 
( 
Unlike the standard VM/CMS news, SCRIPT news does not inform you when 
there is a new item. The first line of the news file gives the date of the ( 
most recent news item; newest item is first in the file. Check the SCRIPT 
news every week or two, or when you have a SCRI PT problem and no 
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Part 2 
AS YOUR PROFICIENCY INCREASES 
Users of macro packages will probably be able to do without this part of the 
User's Guide entirely. However, there are a number of useful SCRIPT fea-
tures described here that aren't discussed in the macro documentation. 
IMBEDDING OTHER INPUT FILES 
With any large document, it is to your advantage to create a separate input 
file for each of its constituent parts, and then construct a small "driver" file 
to process each file, in the desired order. The biggest advantage to working 
this way is that Xedit is much faster with short files than with long files. If 
the file is larger than about 100 blocks (about 80 printed pages) Xedit won't 
work at all. You can instruct SCRI PT- to process the contents of another 
input file by using the". im" IMBED control word. Thesis9 is set up this 
way. A small driver file contains commands to imbed each chapter, appendic-
es, etc. 
SYSTEM SET SYMBOLS 
SCRI PT maintains a large number of "status indicators" and "system informa-
tion values" in special variables called "System Set Symbols". I n the exam-
ples listed in Table 1, the name of the System Set Symbol is shown on the 
left, followed by a brief explanation, followed in parentheses by its value at 
the time this document was formatted. 
SCRI PT automatically substitutes every occurrence of a Set Symbol with 
its value, wherever it occurs in the input, as shown in the following example 
that prints today's date. 
Today is &SYSDATE .. 
The first period after "&SYSDATE" is treated as a "concatenation indicator" 
by SCRI PT. Thus, "&SYSDATE .. " means "today's date, concatenated with a 
period" . The result is: 
Today is September 14, 1984. 
This is a convenient way of automatically generating and placing the date at 
the top of a letter or memo. For example, the input sequence 
MEMORANDUM 
.sk -l;.ra &SYSDATE 

























Table 1: System Set Symbols 
the current COLUMN LENGTH (65) 
today's date (September 14, 1984) 
the current left indent value (3) 
the current right indent value (-3) 
the current line number on the page (42) 
the current LINE LENGTH (65) 
the current page number, as an integer (27) 
the current page number, as a character string (27) 
(if page numbers were being printed as lowercase 
























MEMORANDUM September 14, 1984 
The "-1" operand of ".sk" causes the next line of output to be overprinted 
on the previous line of output. Notice that this command does not work with 
proportional fonts (including greek) on the Sherpa laser printer. There is a 
System Set Symbol for just about everything. Consult the SCRI PT Reference 
Card or Reference Manual for more information. 
FUNCTIONS 
SCRI PT provides a number of functions that operate on numeric or character 
values. They are all of the general form &f1argument where "f" is the name 
of the function and "argument" is the symbol or constant for which the func-
tion is to be evaluated. Definitions and examples are given in Table 2. 
Additional functions are described in section 3 of the SCRI PT User's Guide 
from Waterloo, available in a binder in the consulting office. 
( 
( 
The &x' function converts a string of hexadecimal digits into the corre-
sponding graphic symbol (s) . For example, &x' ADBD is [], and &x'A 1 is 0 
(the degree symbol). This is a good way to enter characters that exist on 
the printer you are using, but do not exist on the keyboard of your termi- ( 
nal. See Appendix A for a list of all the characters the lineprinter can 
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r 1 
I I 
I Table 2: Functions I 
I I 
I I 
f definition &f'92 I 
--------- I 
I 
r lowercase roman xcii I 
I 
R uppercase roman XCII I 
I 
S superscript (must be capitalized) 92 I 
I 
x,X hexadecimal to graphic symbol k I 
I 
J 
The &S' function converts its operand to superscripts (the result is 
dependent on the extent to which the printer supports superscripts). For 
example, x&S'2. y&S'3 results in x 2y 3 on this printer. 
For all functions, a space or a period ends the application of the func-
tion. For example, in the &x'ADBD example given above, it is possible to 
give AD and then BD at once, instead of typing &x'AD &x'BD separately. 
Typing them spearately would result in a space appearing between the two 
characters. Notice further that with the x 2y 3 example above, it was desired 
to have no space between the exponent of x and y. The period between the 
2 and the y is what allows this. Without that period, the first &S' would 
attempt to find a superscript y, fail, and generate an error. 
SELECTIVE EMPHASIS OF TEXT 
It is possible to emphasize only selected parts of a line of text. This 
requires that the". ud" UNDERSCORE DEFINITION control word be used to 
define a special "escape" character. For example, if 
. ud set I 
has been specified, then 
.us Senltence Ito be partially lunderlscored . 
. bd Sen I tence I to be partially I in bold. 
will produce 
Sentence to be partially underscored. Sentence to be partially in bold. 
Notice that another way to get a part of a line underscored is simply to say 
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. us whatever 
putting the part to be underscored on a separate line. Underscoring part of 
a word is easiest to do with . ud set, as above. Also, . ud is useful with 
tables or examples that must appear exactly as you arrange them in your 
input file, without formatting. 
Notice that underscoring (or bold or bold italics) starts out on, and is turned 
off by the fi rst occu rence of the . ud set symbol (here I). SO if you don't 
want the first part of the line to be underlined, start with I. Also, if you 
say". us on", and then turn underscoring off and on with the . ud set sym-
bol, underscoring is on at the beginning of every new line. 
By default, all characters except those shown in Table 3 will be underscored. 
If you want to add any of these characters to the list, you can use the "on" 
operand of ". ud" to do it. 
r , 
I I 
I Table 3: Characters Not Underscored By Default I 
I I 
I Graphic Hex I 
I Character Symbol Code I 
I I 
I backspace none 16 I 
I blank 40 I 
I comma 6B I 
I colon 7A I 
I double quote " 7F I 
I exclamation rna rk 5A I 
I left brace { 8B I 
I left bracket [ AD I 
I left parenthesis ( 40 I 
I period 4B I 
I question mark ? 6F I 
I right brace } 9B I 
I right bracket ] BO I 
I right parenthesis ) 50 I 
I semicolon 5E I 
I tab none 05 I 
I underscore 60 I 
I I 
L J 
For example, if you want SCRIPT to include parentheses and blanks in 
the list of characters that will be underscored if they appear in the operand ( 
string of a ".bi", ".bd", or ".us", then specify: 
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The "40" is the I BM machine-code representation for a blank. It is also pos-
sible to use the "emphasis" control words with "on/off" operands to emphasize 
an entire passage of text, including the blanks. For example, 
· us on;. ud on ( ) 40 . , 
· pp; This is a paragraph of text that is to 
be printed in italics. 
(On printers that do not support an 
italic font, the text will be underscored.) 
· us off;. u d off ( ) 40 . , 
produces 
This is a paragraph of text that Is to be printed In Italics. (On printers 
that do not support an italic font, the text will be underscored. J 
We are going to leave the underscoring of blanks in effect for the remain-
der of this document. 
The remaining information in this Part of the User's Guide (except for 
"Less-Used Commands") is presented in the same order as the decisions you 
should make before you enter you r document, and in the same order as you 
would most likely specify the control words at the beginning of your input 
file. 
DEFINING THE OUTPUT PAGE 
The basic steps in the text formatting process are the filling of an output 
line and an output page. (Refer to the diagram on the Reference Card (or 
Appendix E "Page Setup" in the Reference Manual) to see the interaction of 
different page layout commands.) 
Dimensions of the Output Page 
Page Length: By default, SCRI PT at NPS assumes that the output page is 11 
inches long and that eight output lines are being printed to the vertical inch. 
Therefore, the default page length is 88. If you are using paper that is a 
different length, or you are printing a different number of lines per inch, 
then use the ". pi" PAGE LENGTH control word to define the page length. 
The page length for this User's Guide was defined by 
.pl 66 
Top and Bottom Margins: The". tm" TOP MARG I N control word defines the 
number of lines to be left at the top of each output page. The default value 
is 6. The top margin for this User's Guide was created with the control word 
.tm 8 
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The" .bm" BOTTOM MARGIN control word may be used to define the num-
ber of lines to be left at the bottom of each output page. The default is 6. 
The bottom margin for this document was created with the control word 
.bm 5 
Text Area: The text area is that area of the output page bounded on the 
left by the left margin (as defined by the ADJUST value), on the right by 
the right margin (as defined by the sum of the ADJUST and LI NE LENGTH 
values plus 1), on the top by the top margin (as defined by the TOP 
MARG I N value), and on the bottom by the bottom margin (as defined by the 
BOTTOM MARG I N value). It is this "text area" into which SCRI PT places its 
output lines, including footnotes. Whenever the text area becomes full, 
SCRIPT automatically skips to a new page. 
Page Numbering, Top and Bottom Titles 
Title Lines in the Top Margin: The". hs" HEADI NG SPACE control word 
defines the number of heading lines that may be printed in the TOP MARGIN 
area. The HEADING SPACE for this User's Guide was defined by 
· hs 2 
The ".hm" HEADING MARGIN control word defines the number of blank 
lines to be left between the HEADING SPACE area and the first line of the 
text area. The HEADING MARGIN for this User's Guide was defined with 
.hm 2 
Note that the sum of the ". hs" and ". hm" values must not be greater than 
the ". tm" value. If you currently have a ". tm" value of 5 and you want to 
define 
· h m 3;. h s 3;. tm 7 
it must be done in the order 
· tm 7;. h m 3;. h s 3 
Similarly, to get the minimum blank space at the top and bottom of the page, 
the following is the exact command sequence to use: 9 
.fm 0; .hm 0; .hs 0; .fs 0; .tm 0; .bm 0 
9 Sometimes these minimums cause confusion somewhere inside of SCRI PT, and 
you will find your output page being advanced to the next page after the 
first line or two of a page is printed. If this happens, you'll have to 
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The". tt" TOP TITLE control word allows you to define lines of text to be 
printed in the HEADING SPACE of each page. It is of the form 
· tt n Ileft stringlcenter stringlright stringl 
The value "n" specifies the line number in the HEADING SPACE on which this 
heading line is to be printed; if a value is not specified, "1" is assumed. 
The characters specified in place of the three "strings" will appear left-
justified, centered, and right-justified on that top-title output line. 
Title Lines in the Bottom Margin: Three similar control words govern the 
BOTTOM MARGIN area of the page. The ".fs" FOOTING SPACE control word 
specifies the number of lines to be used for bottom titles. The" . fm" 
FOOTI NG MARG I N control word specifies the number of blank lines to be left 
between the last line of the text area and the first line of the FOOTI NG 
SPACE area. The" .bt" BOTTOM TITLE control word is used to define the 
title lines to be printed in the FOOTI NG SPACE area. 
A word of caution is in order. Do not confuse footnotes and footings. 
Footnotes are printed at the bottom of the text area; footing (bottom title) 
lines are printed in the FOOTING SPACE area, below any footnotes. 
Page Numbering: If page numbering is required, then place a percent sign 
(%) into one of the three strings of characters in the top andlor bottom 
titles. The "%" will be replaced with the cu rrent page number when SCRI PT 
prints the title line. By default, SCRI PT uses 
.tt IIIPAGE %1; .bt IIII 
and arabic numerals for the page numbers. To override this (assuming you 
aren't using any macro package) use the command ". pn off". You can speci-
fy the numbering style for the page numbers by specifying any of: 
· pn arabic 
· pn roman 
· pn roman upper 
FORMATTING MODES 
The criterion that SCRIPT uses in attempting to "fill" the output line is called 
the "formatting mode". The text in the following sections has been formatted 
by the same control words that the text is describing. 
Unformatted Mode 
To begin, we will start with "unformatted mode", by issuing the FORMAT 
control word 
.fo no 
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In the "unformatted mode", SCRIPT copies the text 
exactly as it appeared in the input lines. 
We are now in "unformatted mode". This is useful when 
we want to enter the text for a table or figu re or example 
and want the output to appear exactly as entered. 
(Figure and table macros in the macro packages use .fo no) 
In "unformatted" mode, ".11" has no effect 
on the length of the output line. For text 
in sentence-and-paragraph form, we need something else. 
Concatenated Mode 
If we now specify the CONCATENATE control word, 
.co 
then SCRI PT puts as many words as possible on an output line. Note that 
the right margin is still "ragged". We can get even more text onto each 
output line if we also add "hyphenation" to the "concatenation" process. 
Hyphenation Modes 
SCRI PT has three modes of hyphenation. The hyphenation mode is specified 
with the HYPHENATE control word: 
. hy off 
.hy user 
.hyon 
The "off" operand causes SCRI PT to perform no hyphenation. 
"User" is the default hyphenating mode. If SCRIPT encounters a 
hyphenated word (like brother-in-law) and it cannot get the whole word on 
the current output line but can get the first part and the hyphen, it will do 
so, and put the rest of the word on the next output line. A word at the end 
of a line, ending with a hyphen, will be hyphenated if necessary; else the 
hyphen will be removed. Under" . hy user", SCRI PT will not do any 
hyphenating on its own. For that we need "on". 
We will now turn hyphenation "on". The "on" operand causes SCRI PT to 
perform automatic hyphenation. SCRI PT attempts to detect all permissible 
hyphenation points in a word, and then puts as much of the word as possible 
on the current line, followed by a hyphen. The rest of the hyphenated word 
is used to start the next output line. Script uses a "hyphenation exception 
dictionary" to avoid unappealing hyphenations. (For example, the word divi-
sion rules would divide "someone" after the first "0"; the exception dictionary 
knows this is undesirable.) We'll see below how to make adjustments if you 
don't like how the exception dictionary hyphenates a particular word. 
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Hyphenation Suppression: The" . hy sup" will suppress hyphenation until the 
next occurrence of a "break". 
Hyphenation Options: SCRI PT provides a number of options that you can 
"set" to control the hyphenation environment. They are shown below with 
their default values . 
. hy set minpt 3 
.hy set endpt 3 
.hy set thresh 5 
.hy set sup 3 
.hy set upper on 
.hy set user on 
The "minpt" option specifies the minImum number of letters that SCRIPT must 
leave at the beginning of a hyphenated word. The "endpt" option specifies 
the minimum number of letters that SCRI PT must leave after the hyphen (that 
is, on the next line). The "thresh" options specifies the minimum number of 
blanks that must exist at the end of a line before SCRI PT will even attempt 
to hyphenate a word that won't fit on the line; its value must always be at 
least two greater than the ttminpt" value (ttminpt" letters, with a blank in 
front and a hyphen behind). The "sup" option specifies the maximum number 
of consecutive output lines on which SCRI PT will hyphenate words (for exam-
ple, if SCRIPT has already hyphenated the last word on three lines in a row, 
it will suppress hyphenation on the fou rth even if otherwise the word would 
be hyphenated). 
The "upper" option allows you to control the hyphenation of words that 
contain uppercase letters. The "on" setting tells SCRI PT not to hyphenate 
any word that consists entirely of uppercase characters. The "off" setting 
tells SCRI PT not to hyphenate any word containing one or more uppercase 
characters (such as a proper name or the first word of a sentence). The 
"all" setting tells SCRI PT to hyphenate any word regardless of whether it 
contains one or more uppercase characters. 
The "user" option of ". hy set" allows you to prevent SCRI PT from 
hyphenating compound words anywhere but at the supplied hyphen points 
("off"). By default, each component of a compound word is subject to 
hyphenation ("on"). Thus". hy user" allows only the hyphenations you 
specify; ". hy set user on" says "brother-in-law" can be hyphenated after 
"bro" . 
Hyphenation Exceptions: SCRIPT's hyphenation attempts do not always result 
in a hyphenation point that is aesthetically pleasing. Unfortunately, rules for 
deciding which hyphenation points "don't look right" are not sufficiently well-
defined to be programmed. For this reason, SCRIPT has a built-in "hyphen-
ation exception dictionary", to which you can add words (or change or delete 
words) for the duration of your document. 
After you have formatted your document once, you will detect any "unde-
sirable" hyphenations when proofreading the output. You can then specify 
how you want these words to be hyphenated, by using the "change" option of 
". hy", as in 
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.hy change some-one 
which will instruct SCRI PT that any time it encounters the word "someone" in 
the input stream, it may hyphenate it only at the hyphen points you have 
defined. This will be in effect from the time the". hy change" is encoun-
tered. "Change" can be abbreviated "cha". 
You can specify a "one time only" discretionary hyphenation by using the 
" . hw" HYPHENATE WORD control word, as in 
. hw word-with-hyphen-points 
SCRI PT puts the operand into the input stream at that point, exactly as you 
have entered it; if it can get the word on one line, it th rows away the 
hyphens -- otherwise, it breaks it at one of the specified hyphen points. If 
you have a word that mustn't be hyphenated, simply specify it without 
hyphens. 
Concatenated-and-Justified (Formatted) Mode 
From the start of this User's Guide and up to the point where we began the 
discussion of formatting modes, we were using the default SCRIPT formatting 
( 
mode (concatenation and justification), with hyphenation "on". I n this "for- ( 
matted" mode, SCRI PT adds another step beyond that of concatenation --
after it realizes that it cannot get any more text on the output line, it then 
inserts extra blanks between words ("justifies" the text). We can add justi-
fication to the concatenation process by using the SCRI PT control word 
JUSTI FY: .ju and SCRI PT will include justification from this point on. 
Rather than specifying both ". co" and" .ju", we could create the same effect 
by specifying the SCRI PT control word FORMAT: . fo 
ARRANGING TEXT WITHIN THE TEXT AREA 
Continued Text 
During the concatenation process, SCRIPT adds words to the output line. 
Each time it does so, it leaves one blank between the last word and the new 
word. Therefore, the two input lines 
the 
dog 
will appear on the output line (provided they both fit) as "the dog". 
However, the input sequence 
the 
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will result in "thedog". The" . ct" CONTI NUE TEXT control word causes the 
first text character of its operand line to be placed into the output line with-
out that inter-word blank. 
Widowing 
If you want SCRIPT to attempt to prevent the first line of a block of text 
from being the last line in a column, or prevent the last line of a block of 




Most papers that use footnotes will use one of the macro packages, which 
have their own provisions for footnotes. If you plan to work without prede-
fined macro packages, see the SCRI PT User's Guide from Waterloo, in a bin-
der in the consulting office. 
Keeping Things on the Same Line 
To force SCRI PT to keep a string of characters that includes blanks together 
on the same output line, use the SCRI PT ". tr" TRANSLATE ON OUTPUT con-
trol word. For example, the input sequence 
It is absolutely essential that all of the 
characters in the equation 
.tr $ 40 
X$=$a$+$b$+$c$+$d 
. tr $ $ 
appear on the same line of output, and that SCRI PT 
not insert any extra blanks in the string. 
produces: 
It is absolutely essential that all of the characters in the equation 
X = a + b + c + d appear on the same line of output, and that SCRI PT 
not insert any extra blanks in the string. 
The "40" is the machine-code representation for a blank. The". tr $ 40" 
causes each occurrence of a "$" in the subsequent input text lines to be 
translated to a blank as it is being put into the output line. The". tr $ $" 
resumes the translation of $ into itself. 
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No-Break Control Word Indicator 
Many of the SCRI PT control words described in this User's Guide cause a 
"break" (. br), i. e., a new line starts at that point. You may not want 
this. You can define a "no-break" control word indicator by using the ".Ii" 
control word. For example, 
.Ii , nobreak 
defines the "," as the "no-break" control word indicator. This is invaluable 
when you want to use a control word that would normally create a break, but 
you don't want the break. The following Script input 
.cc on 
Say you have several lines that must be held together. The" . cc" control 
word is ideal, but it creates a break. 
,cc off 
This combination of control words holds the two lines together if they fall 
at the bottom of the page, but otherwise creates no break. 
would produce the following result: 
( 
Say you have several lines that must be held together. The" .cc" 
control word is ideal, but it creates a break. This combination of 
control words holds the two lines together if they fall at the bottom of ( 
the page, but otherwise creates no break. 
If the comma in ", cc off" above were replaced by a period, as in the follow-
ing Script input 
.cc on 
Say you have several lines that must be held together. The" .cc" control 
word is ideal, but it creates a break, 
. cc off 
as you can see with TH IS combination of control words, which still holds 
the two lines together if they fall at the bottom of the page, but creates a 
break no matter what. 
the following would result: 
Say you have several lines that must be held together. The" . cc" 
control word is ideal, but it creates a break, 
as you can see with THIS combination of control words, which still 
holds the two lines together if they fall at the bottom of the page, but 
creates a break no matter what. 
Output Overlay Patterns 
The ".00" OUTPUT OVERLAY control word replaces blanks in output text ( 
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. in 10 
.00 1 OUTPUT 
.00 1 OVERLAY 
.00 1 Example 







causes the output to be indented 10 spaces from the left margin 
and defines a sequence of three "output overlay" patterns, each 
of which is to be printed "1" time, as indicated by the "1" fol-
lowing the" .00". Unfortunately, the" .00" control word does not 
work with proportional spacing (and thus greek letters) on the 
Sherpa laser printer. 
TABS 
Tab-Stop Positions 
SCRIPT does not know about any physical tab-stop settings you may have on 
your printer. Instead, you must use the SCRIPT ".tb" TAB control word to 
define the positions in the output line that are to be used as tab-stop set-
tings. By default, tab-stop settings are defined in positions 5, 10, 15, 20, 
... , 80, as in 
.tb 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
When SCRIPT encounters a TAB character while putting words onto the out-
put line, it inserts the number of blanks necessary to move over to the right 
so that the character after the TAB will appear in the next tab position in 
the output line. 
If a TAB occurs in column 1 of an input line, it will also cause a "break". 
For example, with the default tab-stop positions, a TAB in the first column of 
an input line will cause the current partially-filled output line to print and 
will start a new output line in which the first 4 positions are blank. 
TAB Characters in the Input 
The ".dc tb" DEFINE CHARACTER control word defines a special character 
that will be treated as the TAB character whenever it is encountered in the 
input. For example, if you were to include the control word 
.dc tb .. 
at the beginning of your input file, you would be defining the " .. " to be the 
"TAB" character: any time SCRI PT encounters a " .. " in an input line, it will 
insert the number of blanks necessary to move over to the next defined tab-
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stop position. These commands are useful when designing tables. By 
adjusting the . tb set command, you can adjust the arrangement of your table 
so that everytliing fits, and looks right. 
Specifying ".dc tb off" turns the character defined as the tab character 
back into an ordinary character again. 
Tab with "Fill String" 
I n addition to inserting blan ks as it moves over to the next tab-stop position, 
SCRI PT also lets you specify a "fill string" (one or more non-blan k charac-
ters) to be used instead of blanks. For example, if you had defined a tab-
stop position with 
.tb '. '50 
then the input sequence 
.dc tb .. 
hello .. there 
.br 




Tabs that Right-Align 
there 
you 
SCRI PT also gives you the ability to specify a tab-stop position to which text 
will be right-aligned. For example, if you defined the above tab-stop posi-
tion as 
.tb' '65r 





The TAB between the words "hello" and "there" causes SCRIPT to "push" the 
word "there" over to the right until its last character is in column 65. Of 
course, right-aligning tabs can be used without fill strings, too. 
Tabs that Center 
If the tab-stop position is followed by the letter "C", such as 
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then SCRI PT will align the text following the TAB so that it is centered at 
that position. For example, 
. dc tb ';. tb 30c 
the value is, 1234567 
.br 
and the next is,123 
will cause the number "1234567" to print so that the "4" (the center of the 
text following the tab character) is in column 30, as shown below. 
the value is 
and the next is 
Tabs that Align on a Character 
1234567 
123 
If the tab-stop position is followed by a delimited single character, such as 
.tb 30'.' 
then SCRIPT will align the text following the TAB to the first occurrence of 
that character. For example, 
. dc tb ';. tb 30'.' 
the value is, 12 .4567 
.br 
and the next is,123.56 
will cause the number "12.4567" to print so that the 
shown below. 
the value is 




tt " is in column 30, as 
The ". bx" BOX control word allows you to generate boxes. The examples 
below illustrate the various capabilities. The text and SCRI PT control words 
given in each example are followed by the output that they create and an 
explanation of the features of ". bx" that the example is meant to illustrate. 
Note that the vertical lines are printed here with spaces within them. That's 
because this manual is printed six lines to the inch. Printed 8 lines to the 
inch, the lines have almost no open space in them. 
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Example 1 
· bx 1 65' 
· sk; . in +3 -3 
· ce example of a box 
.sk;.bx;.sk 
This text will have a box around it, 
from columns 1 to 65, 
generated by the". bx" control word . 
. in -3 +3;.sk 
· bx off 
produces: 
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r 1 
I I I example of a box I 
I I 
~ 1 
I I I This text will have a box around it, from columns 1 to 65, generated I 
I by the ". bx" control word. I 
I I 
L J 
The numeric operands of ". bx" start the top horizontal rule of a box with 
vertical rules in the specified columns. The column positions for the vertical 
rules must be specified in increasing order from left to right across the out-
put line. The next ". bx", with no operands, results in a horizontal rule 
within the box. The "off" operand terminates the box with a bottom horizon-
tal rule. 
The positions of the box verticals may be specified as character spaces, 
inches, or centimeters. 
Example 2 
.bx 1 +8 65-8 +8;.sk 
· bx off 
produces: 
r TTl 
I I I I L _______ ~____________________________________________________ ~_______ J 
Signed numeric operands may be used to indicate displacements from previous 
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Example 3 
.bx 1 +8' +8 +8;.sk 
· bx cancel 
produces: 
r-------T-------T-------l 
I I I I 
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The "cancel" operand terminates a box without generating the bottom horizon-
tal rule. 
Example II 
· bx 1 +24;. sk; . bx cancel 
.bx off 1 +4 +4 +4 +4 +4 +4 
produces: 
r 1 
I I L __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ J 
An "off" with numeric operands when no box is active generates a bottom 
horizontal rule with upward vertical connectors in the specified columns. 
Example 5 
· sr m=31 
· bx 33-8 33 +8; box 1 
· bx 2 60; box 2 
· sr m=33 
· bx off 
produces: 
r T 1 
box 1 I I I 
i ~ ~ i 1 
I box 2 I 
L J 
Boxes can be placed one under the other as shown above. Since box 1 is 
still being generated when the second ". bx" is encountered, SCRI PT termi-
nates box 1 by generating a common horizontal rule as the bottom of box 1 
and the top of box 2. 
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Example 6 
.bx 1 +8;.sk 
· bx 65-8 +8;. sk 
· bx off 
produces: 
r-------' 
I I L ~--------------------------------------------------T-------' 
I I 
L J 
This example demonstrates the use of a common horizontal rule as the bottom 
of the first box and the top of the second, even though the boxes are not 
aligned vertica"y. 
Example 7 
.bx 1 +8;.sk 
.bx on 65-8 +8;.sk 




L J r-------' 
I I 
L J 
The common horizontal rule as the bottom of the fi rst box and the top of the 
second can be suppressed by starting the definition of the second box with 
the "on" operand. 
Example 8 
.bx 1 +8 / 65-8 +8;.sk 
.bx;.sk 
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The "/" between numeric operands suppresses the horizontal rule between the 
corresponding vertical rules, so that you can generate unconnected boxes 





.bx 33-16 33 33+16;box 1 
.bx new 33-8 33+8;box 2 
· b x off; bo x 1 







1. , I 
I I 
T J I 
I I 
I J 
The "new" operand allows you to start a new box without terminating the 
previous box. When the "new" definition for box 2 is encountered, SCRI PT 
keeps the definition for box 1 active. When the "off" is encountered that 
terminates box 2, SCRIPT returns to the generating of box 1. This, in 
effect, allows boxes to be "nested" one inside the other. 
Example 10 
.bx 1 +8 / 65-8 +8;.sk 
· bx new 1 +8 65-8;. bx cancel 
· sk 
· bx off 
produces: 
r-------' r-------' 
I I I I I ~----------------------------------1 I 
I I I I 
L J L J 
Nested boxes do not have to be contained one within the other. The hori-
zontal rule connecting the boxes on the left and right is actually a "nested" 
box that was "cancelled" immediately after it was started. 
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Example 11 
· bx 27 +12; box 1 
.bx new 27-3 +6 / +6 +6;box 2 
· bx off 
· bx cancel 
produces: 
r , 
box 1 I I 
r-.L-, r-.L-, 
box 2 I I I I 
L_T_J L_T_J 
In the above example, the definition for box 2 is "nested" within the defini-
tion for box 1. When box 2 is terminated with the "off" operand, the resto-
ration of the definition for box 1 generates the box 1 verticals in the bottom 
horizontal rule for box 2. Box 1 is then terminated with "cancel". If we 
want to eliminate the box 1 verticals from the bottom of box 2, we must 
approach the problem in quite a different manner, as shown in the next 
example. 
Example 12 
.dc tb .. 
· tb 27c 
· bx 27 +12;. bx cancel 
.bx 27 / +12 
.bx 27-3 +6 / +6 +6; .. box 2 





I box 2 I I I 
I J I J 
I n the previous example, box 2 was nested within box 1, so we got the box 1 
verticals at the end of box 2. To avoid this, we will instead generate the 
top horizontal rule for box 1 and then cancel box 1 immediately and replace it 
with two vertical lines. Now we can start box 2 without nesting it within the 
definition for box 1, and terminate box 2 with "off". Notice the use of . tb 
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LESS-USED COMMANDS 
The following commands are not often used; however, there are times when 
nothing else will do what you want. 
Ignoring the Control Word Indicator 
You may need to force SCRIPT to treat an input line as text even though it 
starts with the control word indicator. This can be done by using the" .Ii" 
LITERAL control word. For example, 
.Ii .. , This line of text starts with a tI " 
causes SCR I PT to treat the operands as text even though the line starts with 
the control word indicator, and 
.Ii 2 
This line of text starts with a 
... and so does this one 
It " 
causes SCRI PT to take the next 2 input lines as text even though they start 
with the control word indicator. You can also use".1i on" and" .Ii off". 
Control Word Indicator (NormallY". ") in Column One 
If a line begins with the control word indicator followed by any number of 
blanks, SCRIPT uses the first non-blank character thereafter to determine 
whether to consider the line as control words or as text. For example, in 
. xx operand(s) 
text line 
the first is a control-word line and the second is a text line. This is used in 
the Thesis9 macros, to visually indent the scope of an "if - then". 
Ignoring the Control Word Separator 
There will be situations in which you will want to use the control word sepa-
rator as part of the operand text. This can be done by specifying the con-
trol word in a special way, 
. 'xx operand including; rest of operand 
In this "dot-quote" form, all of the text is taken as the operand(s) of the 
control word. 
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Altering the Control Word Separator 
If you ever find it necessary to change the control word separator, (semi-
colon, by default) the ". cw" CONTROL WORD SEPARATOR control word will 
do it for you. For example, 
.cw 
will eliminate the control word separator, and 
.cw < 
causes the "<" to become the control word separator. You can restore it to 




A ". sk" with a "conditional" operand, ". sk c", creates a "conditional" blank 
line, the effect of which depends on what comes after it. If it is followed by 
a text output line, it will be printed before that text output line. However, 
if it is followed by another ". skIt (conditional or otherwise) I then the larger ( 
of the two "skip" values will be used. If that second". sk" is also "condi-
tional", the output of the result is again dependent on what follows. 
In single-spaced mode, for example, a ". sk 2 COl followed by a ". sk" will 
result in two blank lines, and a ". sk 2 COl followed by a ". sk 3 COl will result 
in three "conditional" blank lines. If double-spacing were in effect, the 
sequence 
. sk 3 a c 
. sk 2 
would result in 4 blan k lines being printed (because 2x2 is greater than 3). 
COMMON PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTED REMEDIES 
Unwanted Embedded Spaces 
Cause: Input line has been allowed to wrap around (more than 72/80 charac-
ters 10 characters were typed on one line). You can type from one line to the 
next only in power typing. Many beginning users of Xedit type "i" for 
insert, and then type dozens and dozens of words, paying no attention to the 
fact that they have reached the right margin. This can be done in the 
10 72 is the default line length on the 3278. To extend this to 80, include 
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POWer typing mode, but if you type this way in the I nsert mode, Xedit starts 
a new line every 80 characters; usually this splits a word in the middle. 
SCRIPT puts a single blank at the end of each line (two blanks if the last 
character on a line is a period.) 
SCRI PT has a record length of 132. If more than 80 characters are wanted 
on the same line, up to 132 characters can be packed into one line by using 
PF11 to combine lines while in XEDIT. The CHANGE command can also be 
used to expand a line. 
Subscripts 
Can't be done on our printer. 
Lines or Fields Run Together 
Cause: SCRIPT is set up to do this if concatenation is ON--the default. If 
you wanted the lines to print out separately, insert a . BR command between 
input lines. Or use. FO OFF at beginning, and . FO ON at end of the sec-
tion. 
SYSPUB Problems 
Changing Defaults: Some SYSPUB parameters can be changed. See the sec-
tion "Defaults, and How to Alter Them" in the back of the SYSPUB manual. 
Important: Be sure to issue the overriding command at the right place in the 
file (the manual will usually tell you). 
Titles more than one input line in length: SYSPUB doesn't like these. If 
you do, or your title can't be shortened, try the method (described above) of 
packing up to 132 characters in a line. This sometimes seems to work for 
long titles. Thesis9, incidentally, does allow 2-line chapter and table titles, 
and 3-line figure titles. See Thesis9 documentation in In-141. 
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Appendix A 
PRINT TRAINS 
The following tatle aepic~s the hexadecimal representatiens of 
the cbaract€r~ ar.d symbel~ on the current print train. 
012345 E 7 e 9 ABC DE F 




4 t < ( + 4 
5 & $ ... ) .., 5 
6 I , 
" 
> ? 6 
7 . # (i) , = .. 7 . 
e a t c d e f g h i ( $ ( + + e 
9 j I< 1 m n c p q r ) 0 ) ± • 9 
A 0 s t u V li X Y 2 L r [ ~ • A 
E 0 1 2 3 • 5 6 7 e 9 .I , ] ~ e 
c A f C D E F G H I C 
r: J K 1 M N 0 P C R D 
E ~ 'I U V it X 1 Z E 
F 0 1 ~ 3 4 5 E 7 E 9 F 
-------------------------------------------
.I 
a 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 A B C D E F 
The fcllo~ing tatles show the sF€cial characters and their hexa-
decin:al -=guivalerts or. the main NFS line printer. Only charac-
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SCRIPT COMMAND LIST AND INDEX 
ad (ADJUST) : .. 14 
bd (BOLD) ... 7, 29 
bi (BOLD ITALICS) ... 7, 29 
bm (BOTTOM MARGIN) ... 32 
br (BREAK) .,. 9 
bt (BOTTOM TITLE) ... 33 
bx (BOX) ... 41 
CANCEL. " 43 
horizontal I'ule within '" 42 
NEW ... 45 
OFF '" 42 
ON ... 44 
cb (COLUMN BEGIN) '" 16 
cc (CONDITIONAL 
COLUMN) ... 15-16 
ce (CENTER) '" 7 
Stop Centering! .,. 13 
Center-ing to excess ... 13 
certain pages ... 22 
check spelling ... 23 
co l CONCATENATE) ... 34 
Complex Use of SCR I PT ... 25 
concatenate two wOl'ds ... 36 
concatenation indicator .. , 27 
Contl'ol Word Separatol': Changing 
it '" 48 
cp (CONDITIONAL PAGE) ... 16 
ct (CONTINUE TEXT) ... 36 
cw (CONTROL WORD 
SEPARATOR) .. , 4, 48 
dc (DEFINE CHARACTER) 
tb ... 39 
disk option for output '" 21 
dm (DEFINE MACRO) ... 16 
ds (DOUBLE SPACING) ... 5 
end of line: no blank ... 36 
escape character 
for special characters 18 
underscore '" 29 
final copy ... 20 
fk (FLOATING KEEP) , .. 15 
fm (FOOTING MARGIN) '" 33 
fo (FORMAT) ... 33, 36 
from= '" 22 
fs (FOOTING SPACE) ... 33 
fu nctions ... 28 
hardcopy ,., 20 
hm (HEADING MARGIN) .. , 32 
hs (HEADING SPACE) .. , 32 
hw (HYPHENATE WORD) ... 36 
h y (H Y PH EN ATE) ... 34 
CHAnge ... 36 
SUP '" 35 
If all else fails: DISK 21 
il (INDENT LINE) ... 11 
im (IMBED) ... 27 
in (I NDENT) ,., 10 
joi n two wOI'ds ... 36 
ju (JUSTIFY) ... 36 
laser- pl'inter , .. 20 
Ii (LI TERAL) '" 47 
nobr-eak ... 38 
lines appear twice on the 
sc I'p-en ... 19 
II (LINE LENGTH) ... 14 
Is (LINE SPACING) ... 5 
mylar printout ... 20 
no blan k at end of line 36 
no-bl'eak indicator '" 38 
of (OFFSET) ... 11 
00 (OUTPUT OVERLAY) '" 38 
options 
MEMO .. , 19 
Output '" 19 
lines appear twice on the 
screen ... 19 
Output not on paper 19 
overprinting ... 28 
pa (PAGE) .,. 16 
Page Numbering Off 33 
paper output .,' 20 
period missing after a 
variable .. ' 27 
pi (PAGE LENGTH) .. , 31 
pn (PAGE NUMBER I NG) ... 33 
pp (PARAGRAPH START) 5 
printout ,., 20 
certain pages only ,., 22 
mixed case ". 20 
mylar ... 20 
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remote ... 20 
upper/lower case ... 20 
ra (RIGHT ALIGN) .. , 12 
range of pages ... 22 
remote printout ... 20 
results .. , 19 
Reverse line feed ... 28 
Semicolon: Changing Its Default 
Fu nction '" 48 
Sherpa ... 20 
sk 
will not produce blank lines at 
top of page 6 
sk (SKIP) ... 5 
absolute ... 6 
conditional ... 48 
overprinting ... 28 
Solutions to Unusual Requirements: 
DISK ... 21 
sp (SPACE) .. , 6 
Special Characters '" 28 
Special Print-Train 
Characters ... 18 
spelling checker .. , 23 
square brackets ... 18 
ss (SINGLE SPACING) 5 
Superscripts .,. 28 
Tab character: how to define ... 39 
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tb (TAB) ... 39 
centering ... 40 
character-aligning 41 
right-aligning ... 40 
with fill string .. , 40 
Thesis9 '" 24 
ti (TRANSLATE ON INPUT) ... 18 
set ... 18 
tm (TOP MARGIN) ... 31 
tr (TRANSLATE ON 
OUTPUT) '" 37 
tt (TOP TITLE) ... 32 
twice on the screen ... 19 
ud (UNDERSCORE 
DEFINITION) .. , 29 
Underscores in excess '" 8 
Unusual Situations: DISK ... 21 
up (UPPERCASE) ... 8 
us (UNDERSCORE) ... 7, 29 
Caution: .us .ce .up ... 13 
part of a line ... 29 
Stop Underscoring '" 8 
underscoring . up ... 13 
user mode of hyphenation '" 34 
variable should be followed by a 
period ... 27 
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INDEX OF SECTION HEADINGS IN THIS USER'S GUIDE 
Absolute Skips ... 6 
Altering the Control Word Separator ... 48 
Arranging Text within the Text Area ... 36 
As Your Proficiency Increases ... 27 
Beginning Examples ... 3 
Blank Lines at the Top of a Column ... 6 
Boxes ... 41 
Breaks ... 9 
Centering Lines of Text .. , 7 
Changing Defaults ... 49 
Common Problems and Suggested Remedies ... 48 
Concatenated Mode ... 34 
Concatenated-and-Justified (Formatted) Mode ... 36 
Conditional Skips '" 48 
Continued Text .. , 36 
Control Word Indicator ... 4 
Control Word Indicator (Normally ". ") in Column One ... 47 
Control Word Separator ... 4 
Control Words for Positioning and Emphasizing Text .,. 5 
Creating Blank Lines ... 5 
Defining the Output Page ... 31 
Dimensions of the Output Page ... 31 
Footnote Details '" 37 
Forcing the Start of a New Column or Page ... 16 
Formatting Modes ... 33 
Functions ... 28 
Getting Started in Script ... 
GML ... 25 
HELP Facility for SCRIPT ... 26 
Highlighting and Emphasizing Text ... 7 
Hyphenation Exceptions '" 35 
Hyphenation Modes ... 34 
Hyphenation Options '" 35 
Hyphenation Suppression ... 35 
Ignoring the Control Word Indicator ... 47 
Ignoring the Control Word Separator ... 47 
Imbedding Other Input Files ... 27 
I ndenting a Single Line of Text '" 1 1 
I ndenting Blocks of Text .. , 10 
Index of Section Headings in this User's Guide ... 53 
Introduction '" 1 
page 53 
page 54 
Keeping a Block of Text Together .. , 15 
Keeping Things on the Same Line '" 37 
Less-Used Commands ... 47 
Line Length .. , 14 
Lines or Fields Run Together ... 49 
Macro Packages ... 24 
Macros ... 16 
Margins .. , 14 
No-Break Control Word Indicator ... 38 
SCRI PT User's Guide for NPS 
Numeric, Begin/End, Text, and Line Operands '" 12 
Offsetting Lines of Text ... 11 
Online SCRI PT News '" 26 
Output Overlay Patterns ... 38 
Output to a File on Your A-disk ... 19 
Page Length '" 31 
Page Numbering '" 33 
Page Numbering, Top and Bottom Titles .. , 32 
Print Trains '" 50 
Printable File on Your A-disk ... 21 
Producing Text I n Columns and Pages .. , 14 
Right-Aligning Lines of Text ... 12 
Script Command List and Index '" 51 
SCRI PT Control Words .,. 3 
Script Printout ... 20 
SCRI PT Reference Card ... 25 
SCRI PT Reference Manual ... 25 
SCRI PT Results ... 19 
SCRI PT User's Guide .. , 25 
Script Without Menus ... 21 
Selective Emphasis of Text ... 29 
Single- and Double-Spacing ... 5 
Special Print-Train Characters 18 
Specifying Page Ranges ... 22 
Spelling Checker ... 23 
Square Brackets ... 18 
Starting a New Paragraph ... 5 
Subscripts '" 49 
SYSPAPER .,. 24 
SYSPUB ... 24 
SYSPUB Problems ... 49 
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TAB Characters in the Input ... 39 
Tab with "Fill String" ... 40 
Tab-Stop Positions ... 39 
Tabs ... 39 
Tabs that Align on a Character ... 41 
Tabs that Center ... 40 
Tabs that Right-Align ... 40 . 
Text Area ... 32 
Thesis9 ... 24 
Title Lines in the Bottom Margin ... 33 
Title Lines in the Top Margin ... 32 
Titles more than one input line in length ... 49 
Top and Bottom Margins ... 31 
Unformatted Mode ... 33 
Unwanted Embedded Spaces ... 48 
Where To Go From Here? ... 24 
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